
Why is it difficult to find out what children’s working conditions were like? 

Lesson 1: MILLS

The development of factories was one of the most important changes that 
took place between 1750 and 1900. Factory owners needed a supply of 
cheap labour. Children were ideal. They were paid low wages. Sometimes 
mill owners could get orphan children from workhouses. These children 
worked for nothing other than food and clothing. Work in the factories was 
very tiring for young children. Machines did not stop and needed constant 
attention. Overseers made sure children worked as hard as possible. 

Working conditions for children caused argument in the 19th Century.  Some 
people, known as reformers, thought that children were treated in a brutal 
way. They wanted to introduce new laws to protect factory children. 

Other people, including many mill owners, wanted things to stay as they 
were. They were making too much money to change! The sources produced 
by factory reformers, and the sources produced by some mill owners give us 
very different messages about children’s work in factories. 



Background to Source 1: 
This picture was printed in a book called The History of Cotton Manufacture in Great Britain. The book was 
published in 1835 and was written by Edward Baines. Baines was the editor of a newspaper called the 
Northern Mercury. The newspaper was widely read by northern mill owners. Edward Baines often 
supported the mill owners’ point of view.

ACCESS: 

In what ways does the picture suggest that the mill was a pleasant place to work?

Why do you think Edward Baines would want a pleasant picture of a mill for his book?



Background to Source 2: 
In 1831, the government set up an enquiry into 
children’s working conditions in factories. Hundreds of 
children were asked about their hours of work, wages, 
accidents, health and beatings. The commissioners 
then produced a written report. There are three main 
reasons why this source might be biased:

1. It is possible that factory reformers might have told 
some of the children what to say in order to make 
conditions seem particularly bad. 
2. The commissioners might have asked ‘leading 
questions’ which they knew would get a certain kind of 
answer. 
3. The commissioners might have picked out the worst 
examples to include in their report.

For these reasons, historians must use the report very 
carefully. However, the evidence from the government 
enquiry does give us detailed and first-hand evidence 
of factory conditions. Even if some of the details are 
misleading or inaccurate, it can still tell us about the 
types of problems which the children faced.

This extract is taken from the Report of the Select 
Committee of Factory Children’s Labour, 1831-32. It is 
part of an interview with Charles Burns, a fourteen-
year-old worker in a Leeds textile mill.

ACCESS: 
Why are sources like this one particularly useful for finding out about children’s working conditions?
Find two examples of leading questions in this interview
In what ways might this source give us a biased view of working conditions in factories?

At what age did you begin to work in the mills?
I was nearly eight years old.
What were your hours of working?
From half past five in the morning till eight at night.
How often were you allowed to make water? (go to the loo)

Three times a day
Could you hold your water [urine] in that time?
No. We were forced to let it go.
Did you spoil and wet your clothes constantly?
Every morning and every night.
Did you ever hear of that hurting anybody?
Yes, there was a boy who died.
Did he go home ill with attempting to suppress his urine?
Yes, and after he had been home a bit, he died.
Were you beaten at work?
If we looked off our work or spoke to one another, we 
were beaten.
What time of day was it you were most beaten?
In the morning.
And when you were sleepy?
Yes.
Was the mill very dusty?
Yes.
What effect did it produce?
When we went home at night we spit up blood.



Background to Source 3:
This picture of children working in a 
textile mill appeared in a novel 
written by Frances Trollope in 1840 
called The Life and Adventures of 
Michael Armstrong, Factory Boy. It 
was about an orphan boy who started 
work in a factory at the age of six and 
who was treated terribly. 

Frances Trollope based her book on 
the story of a real factory apprentice 
called Robert Blincoe. 

ACCESS: 

What is happening in the picture?

How do you think the picture might present a biased view of children’s working conditions?


